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Jacobson to speak to grads

1

Tuition
Rally ,
See page 3-

by -Robert J. Kosinski
WBB l\t-TV News Co:,anchorman Walter Jacobson will
speak a t t he No~theastern
Graduation ceremony on May
26. The commencement will
begin at 8 pm at the Arie
Crown Theatre.

Jacobson has been a commentator for WBBM-TV since
1963. Prior to that he has been
a commentator and reporter
for WMAQ-TV and a newswriter and political editor for
WBBM-TV in 1968.
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Mullen ·denies
2 -1 tenure

He has also worked as a
reporter for the Chicago American, the City News Bureau,
t he Chicago Daily News,
United Press International and
Time Magazine.
Jacobson ha s a chieved a
Master of Arts degree in
· journalism from Columbia University in New York City after
receiving a Bachelor of Arts degree in political science from
· G:r:innell College.
A native Chicagoan (graduating . from New Trier High
School) he has won numerous
awards in the field of television
journalism .
- The May 26 conimencement
promises to be one of the most

elabor ate in Northeastern ' s
history. There are 618 potential graduates, specifically, 208
from Liberal Arts and Sciences, 209 in E ducation, 52 from
the BOG program and 149
Masters Degree ca_ndidates,
though attendance figures are
not expected to reach that
total.
At the ceremony, Professors
Robert Goldberg and Maxine
Otte will receive Professor
Emeritus awards and a Jerome
Sachs award will be. presented
to one of the students.
A reception in the Chicago
Room on the third floor of the
McCormick place will follow
the-ceremony.

1
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although a teacher may become eligible for tem,ire as ,,
specified under BOG policy
(after 3 years), he is under no
obligati~n to grant any teacher
/
.
' that status.
.
Mullen refused to allow the
' Print access to tape recordings
of t he May 6 University ~
Assembly meeting until the
minutes of that meeting were Senate President Bob McDonald chairs tlie senate in mild debate
and no actio.n. [Photo by Carol Jean]
ready for public release.
List s of the 21 teachers not
granted tenure were also not
released due to the personal
nature of the situation.
, Discussion of the· matter has
beep. placed on the _agendy of
the May 17 meeting of the '
.
Student Senate with Mullen,
Pedroso, Hammond and Margaret Schmid, president of the
AFT Faculty Federation, being invited.
· by Robert J. Kosinski
It is hoped that an order for
· Student Duplicating Servic- · the compact can be resubmites would have to be suspended
ted in the Fall.
for the remainder of the fiscal
Student Sena'te -Preside!}t
year due to the mass expendiRobert McDonald also ant1>res ocurring within this and
nounced his vetoes of two
every other •student . fees
actions occurring at the last
department said Sturient Sen[Cont'd on page 3)
ate Treasurer Tom ¼asser at
the trimester ' s fi r st senate
meeting on May 10.
by Robert J. Kosinski
Schmid, would involve a wide
Lasser said that this free
Eligible faculty of the five
variety of subjects including,
service supplied by the StuBoard of Governors Universipersonnel poli.cY., . academic
dent Senate for all ch1bs and
ties (Chicago State, Govenors
programs and compensation.
organizations was currently
State, Western Illinois, EastSchmid rejects the often
by Robert J. Kosinski
$17,000 "in the red" and the
em Illinois and Northeastern)
held view that collective -clubs will be compelled to
William H. Lienemann, vice
voted by an overwheling
bargaining will be deleterious
president for Administrative
finance any duplicated. materimajority of 1274 to 226 in
to the students, particularly
Affairs has submitted a petials from their own budgeted
favor of Collective Bargaining
along the lines of - tuition
tion for ' consider.a tion by the
funds.
.for the member schools in the
increases, saying that studies
This was one of a few -Search and Screen Committee
referendum of May 5 a~d 6.
have shown that collective , announcements · made at a
for the selection of a president.
224 "challenge votes" were
bargaining does . not parallel senate meeting at which
The Board of Governors had
cast by faculty considerec! to
such increases.
conduction of any business , previously denied such submisbe ineligible accordin'g to BOG
She adds that it will provide was prohibited due to the lack
sions by any member of the
guidelines. (Those eligibJe _ an advocate of public educaNortheastern Universi~y comof · the necessary, 15 voting
numbered 1768).
• tion for the first time and
munity but members from ,
members.
The vote now sets the stage
students will· benefit by the
various segments of the uniLasser also announced, that
for an election in the" Fall for
faculty's fight for an increase
versity conducted a petition
the bids for the desired three
faculty members who will
of funding for the system and automobiles, a van, wagon and
drive to ask the BOG to
, represent teachers in negotiatlowering of class sizes and
compact, to be used for travel · reverse that decision. (Print
ing a contract.
advisement loads.
Vol. 17, No. 26). ,
for the senate and clubs and
Margaret Schmid, president
Schmid says the Union has
It has also been reported by
organizations, hacf come in -too
of the AFT Faculty .Federation
taken. a firm stand against
a high university source that
high (van $6350, SYl,tion
on campus describes Collective · tuition incrru\ses and adds that wagon $5-199 and compact
Lienemann may · be commisBargaining as " an orderly way
such increases, historically do
sioned as ·acting president of
$4363) and it would be
in which faculty views can be · not ·provide financial relief due
necessary to eliminate .the ..the University in July prior to
presented.".
to the decreases in enrollment
Mullen's expected departure of
least suitable car, the compact,
September 1. .
Such views, according to
which is inherent.
from the purchase proposal.

by Robert J. Kosinski
they had not achieved a Ph.D.
University President James degree.
He also -claim.ed that he
Mullen has denied tenure to 21
out of 41 Northeastern instruc- denied tenure to certain Lintors recommended by all other guistics professors because of
levels for such an appoint- the decline of Linguistics
ment. Those instructors are majors by about 50 per cent . . ,_
Accord ing to Carl Ham~
allowed to reapply for tenure
next year.
mond, chairman of the Faculty
Tenure protects an instruct - Senate and Angelina Pedroso,
or from dismissar from his elected representative to the
position except in cases of Council of Faculties; none of
extreme malfeasance or mis- these reasons hold any basis
conduct.
for not tenuring a teacher
In response to the decision, according to Board of Governfaculty 'groups, including the -ors policy.
Faculty Senate and the AFT
It is Mullen 's con t ention
Faculty Federation ha~ band- that the tenuring process at
ed together to test all appeals Northeastern has become too
processes allowed to them to ~asy resulting in the fact that
reverse that decision based on 75 per cent of all applicants are
the claim that· the reasons granted tenure.
given by Mullen _were not
According to Pedroso, Mulconsistent with Board of len informed the assembly that
Governors ' policy regarding
tenuring of professors.
Mullen explained at the
University Assembly meeting
of May -6 that teachers were
denied tenure because they
had not been associatM with a
university for six _years and

Faculty

CB

'

Eastern's
Fite resig_n s
by Robert J. Kosinski
Gilbert Fite has resigned as
President of Eastern Illinois
University it has been reported.
\
Fite, a controversial president known for his hard line in
student affairs, will' continue
his educational car~r as a
professor at the University of
Georgia. ·
Fite is the third president to
resign from institutions under
the Board of Governors ~ystem, following William Engbretson of Governors State
and James Mullen · of Northeastern· and speculation now
surrounds the future of Leslie
Malpass, president of We!'ltem .
Illinois University though no
announcement" has yet been
made.
/

'Unoffi~ially spe~k~ng'

Student Duplicating
suspended

•

•

Wlll8 Ill ·

vote

Lienemann
next
.p-r esi4ent?

,
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lett·e rs

ERA- rally planned
·,

,

Northeastern Faculty:
· On May 26 at 8:00 p .m. in
The Arie Crown Theater t he
1976 May ·G raduates will
receive their diplomas. As of
May 9, only fifty out of five
hundred faculty members· have
been measured for caps and
gowns. Won't you help us to
make this commencement a
memorable occasion in which
both students and faculty
celebrate in the tradition of
highel' edµ cation by attending
the May ·commencement?
We, the graduating students
of Northeastern, invite you to
join us and our families in this
notable event.
Pat Wellbank
Student Member of
Commencement. Committee

Administ rators, faculty and
students have complained about the physital appearance
of the campus for quite some
time.
As a student leader o( this
campus, I am upset at the
defaci~g of walls in our
buildings. These deplorable
juvenile acts are becoming
more and more frequent with
the university's growth. I have
had students, faculty and
administrators ask me why. I
don ' t know why for sure.
Maybe it ' s the lacl< · of
discipline, or the students
don't give a damn, it takes
time, which costs money to fix
the damage done in ou r
buildings.
Eventually , it comes back to
us, the students , through
' taxes to fix or repaint the
defaced walls and doors on our
campus, and all public buildings. It's time1 we " all" start
acting like grown, mature, and
intelligent adults we claim we
are. , When I was a child and
· wrote on the wall in my house,
I got s9ap in my mouth from
my mother. I got the hint and
stopped writing_on walls.

We are tomorrow's laborers _arid attempt to discredit the
and hopefully leaders, too. Will · indivia.ual who runs that
we carry _·:on a tradition of office, I say this is a narrow
being a great nation? Defacing mind~d individual who runs
walls i& not too bright, minded individual, s~gly conespecially what's written isn't
centrating on . their individual
too great . If you're into writproblems so that their subjecing on walls, please start with
tivity is ·blinding them to the
your own walls at home, that elistened after' facets in life, in
sh ould keep you busy for particular,· a-concerned veteran
awhile. Lea:ve the walls of the might have tome anyday I was
public building alone, for if dealing with off campus busiyou do write on them and get
ness, and · hopefully, ~ Lou
caught the laws are against Bielakowski, • the representayou , Stupid! I arr, serving on tive from the Veterans Adminseveral committees that deal istration, would · be there to
wi t h building maintenance. assist him or her. Lou does his
Routine maintenance is diffi- job , so do I. My job a s
cult to keep up with, we don't coordinator of veterans affairs
need and can't , afford deliber- is to coordlhate v·e terans
ate damage to our campus services, internally within the
buildings. If you see someone university as .well as collectivedamaging something, please ly with othet local, state and
report it to security. It is national agencies dealing with
worth it, to all of us in the end. the . progressions of veterans
Robert L. McDonald
affait~ , for 7,000,000 Vietnam,
.
President
Post Korean, .veterans, two
Student Government
organizations in which I am
Region V representative. Dear PRINT,
On the internal side, when I
I am addressing this letter opened . up the office of
to you in response to a letter vet~raJ;J.s affairs here at Northwritten to you , last issue eastern, there were 354 veter(~pril 10).
an~ , I inet · mos t of · them
Some seemingly serious alle- personally . and we had few
gations were made by one problems. Today there are over
"ano nymous concerned veter- a thousand veterans and many
an."
I know personally and we still
I say this, using the same have a minimum of problems,
right to meqia accessibility as and good rapport thanks to
he, and enjoying it as well, I Lou, and the other fine staff
have never in m,.v history as memb er s of the office of
coordinator of veterans affairs, veterans affairs, namely Arlesstood up an appointment . If I ter, Sonny, Amy, both Mikes,
was not there the exact Dennis and Dave.
moment that an appointment
To those who que's tion why
arrived, then there was a I respond to such letters, I say
message advising him or her I b the right and I enjoy it.
that I would be there in a
If it would be humanly
reasonable amount of time.
possible for me to satisfy each
The same as any other and everyone of the thousands
administrator who has univer- of veterans at Northeastern, it
sity wide business.
would . be done because I do
I say that anyone who try. And I am man enough to
would " pop'! in to anybodies sign my name to a'nything I
offic(l, : qot .having an appoint- write.
ment .and then turn arounl
Jimmie Ross
Coordinator of Veteran Affairs

PRINT, the official campus newspaper serving Northeastern Illinois
University, 5500 N. St. L9uis Ave., Chicago, Ill., 60!>25, is published
· each Friday during the regular academic year.
·
DEADLINE for submitting material is Tuesday 12:00 noon for-the
following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed. Late copy or material
that does not conform to the standards set forth under PRINT publication policy will be handled accordingly by the edit ors. The editors
of PRINT will publish, at their discr~tion, any letters to the editor,
a_nnouncements, articles, classifieds, photos or other submitted material. .
PRINT editor s have sole authority governing all material submitted. The editors of PRINT reserve the right to edit copy. Editing
implies t hat editors need not accept all submitted material for pub- ·
lication. Good journalistic standards shall be maintained.
Students are encouraged to submit LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
Letters should not exceed two (2) typewritten pages. Unsigned letters
will not be published, but names will be writhheld upon request.
· Obscenities are discouraged.
ANNOUNCEMENTS wiII be accepted from any student, f~culty, administrator, department, or organization affili~ted with the university. Announcements .should not exceed ½ page, typewritten and will
1
be published on a space-available basis.
•.·, - · CLASSIFIEDS are free to all students and affiliates of the university. Classifieds should be limited to 50 typewritten words. Classifieds
will be published on a space-available basis. All Classifieds will remain confidential.
PHOTOS submitted for publication become the property of PRINT.
Photos will be returned upon request but wi!I not be held for· more
than one week. Photos should include an informative caption (6 lines
max.) typed on a separate sheet and sttached.
PAID ADS will "be published according to the agreement btitween.
the Business Manager and the client. No ads will be taken over th~
telephone.
THE PRINT OFFICES (E-211 and E-214) are located on the University Commuter Center Mezzanine above the north dining hall. The office is open from 8:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. weekdays.
OFFICE TELEPHONES are 583-4050, extension 454 or 459; after
9~-,o p.m. call direct, 583-4065.
/

The National · Organiz1tion
for Women (NOWf is bringing
supporters in from all over the
country to Springfield for a
giant Rally for Equal Rights
on Sunday, May 16. The Equal
Rights Amendment needs only
six more votes in the Illinois
Senate to pass ; making Illinois
the 35tH state to ratify the
ERA.
Since 38 is the magic
number of sta t es needed ,
Illinois is very important and
NOW is giving it 1fP priority.
They will have busses leaving
for Springfield from the parking lot south of the Sears

Tower at 6:30a.m. Sunday,
May 16, to return approximately at 9:00p.m. (cars can
park fre e there .all day ).
Roundtrip fare is $7.50. To
reserve seats, send check to:
Ryan Leary , NOW Campus
Task Force, 53 West Jackson,
Chicago 60604, or call 953-6525
1 The feminist club at Northeas t ern ha s made arrangements for student t ransportation from UNI to Springfield.
If you have not yet signed up, ·
and are interested in attending, contact Nancy Katz at
extension 8200 for accomodation reservations.
I

ID cards available
I.D. cards are available to
those students who first
entered Northeastern Illinois
University during the Fall'.
Spring or Winter trimester of
1975. Replacement I.D. cards
are · also available to those
students who requested t hem
during 1975.
Beginning May 12, 1976, the
I.D. cards are· available at the
Information Center (C-100 )
Monday through Friday from

9:00 to 5:00. These present
I.D . card s are valid only
through December 31, 1976 at
which -time the new photo
I.D. system will be in full
operation.
Included in the Advance and
Mail registra tion packets for
Fall, 1976 will be information
explaining the procedure for
obtaining new I.D . cards and
the schedule of appoinfment
hours.

P lanning . on
getting sick?
by Connie Lucki

The deadline for Student
Accident and Sickness Insurance . enrollment is nearhing.
Don't let Friday, May 28 go
by without being covered with
health insurance.
It's eays to join - just go
to the Cashier's office (open
every day Monday thru Thursday from 8: 30 to 4:45 and
Friday 8:30 to ·4: 00) ; fill out
an application form ; and pay
the fees .

All full time students, both
undergraduate and graduate,
are eligible. For only $22, you
can receive full benefit provivions through this plan underwritten by ·Guarantee Trust
Life Insurance Company.
If you would like further
information on · detailed coverage, applications can be obtained - outside the Health
Serv ices in their Pamphle t
Rack.

.the stall

Th e Prin t is t he cam p u s n ews p a p er for
, Nort heastern Illinois University. Published weekly,
this paper is paid for by student fees and is largely
t he work of Nor t heastern Stu de n ts. M a terial
publisJi.ed herein is not to be confused with ·views
expressed by the University administ ration. P rint is
located in E -214, phone 583-4050, ext. 459., .

ACCOUNTI NG AND
FINANC E MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU TO '
BECOME A CPA

~~~~~~
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Deja vu
/

r- ·

by Robert J. Kosinski
. Have you ever gone to some
strange place and get the
strong feeling that you've been
there before?
' The University's Ad Hoc
·Parking Plan Committee has
devised a cure-all for the
ponderous parking ., pro~~~s
plagueing our parags>ri of
pansophy. · .The :plan was
approved by the Stu'dent
Senate a~.d it will be p~en~
to the student body fot_ their
accep~nce or rejectiol} in the
form of a referendum on May
25 and 26. ·
;·
The newly · proposed plan
certainly seems workable and
it will undoubtedly solve a lot
of problems presented by the
last parking plan; . but one
must wonder whethl:!r, while.
solving thosepr_o blems, the
new plan will inadvertently
· recreate the problems that the
old parking plan was intl:!nded
to dissolve.
·
For inst~nce.s , there is the
,faculty resttjcted parking debate. Since the· Student Senate
fought and succeeded to ban
faculty restricted parking, facul_ty members have been in an
uproar over being placed on an

equal basis of competition with
mere students for the cherished parking spaces. Some folks
believe that the varying-prices
of decals for the different lots
($75, $15 and $6) may, once
again revert the university
parking lots into an accesibility-by-income situation . . .'J'his
!could tend to open up the,
valued areas to the higher paid .
teachers (presuming of course,
that they are higher paid).
Then there is the "no valid
parking permit" 'ticket prob,
lem, or, simply the case of
those that don't taking up th.~
sp~ce that those that do dort°;t
·and getting caught and ticketed for it VERY QUICKLY. It
is amazing how a person can,train his body so well in the
art of speedily ferreting out an
unde<;aled auto and ticketing it.
scarcely seconds after the
owner has left the vehicle.
Nonetheless, security and the
Student Senate had been
. deluged with such violations
prior to the ill-famed transportation fee. Will person risk a
possible $3- ticket over the
payment of a $6 or $15 decal?
Will the student who has paid
his fee remember (or even

a

PA RK ·IN G D EC ALS
A'V Al L _A BLE N OW ~
ALL P A RKI NG LO T

know) in which lots he can or
U S E R S M l JS'T H A V F
cannot park?
Undoubtedly, more tickets
A SPRING-S lJJVl i\\ EfJ
will be gi:ven ' should .the new
plan become effective, and
undoubtedly, the students will
find some reason to complain
about it\~_\Bot who can they
blame - t>t who should theyt
Finally, there is the neighborhood· nuisance problem. A . THEY'VE DONE IT AGAIN! Signs such as this •PPNr at nery
year ago, the neighbors of this
exit. They say that parking stickers are available and you must
bring a paid bill to get one. And they warn the student that he
university used to ba~d up
into ·large civic . groups · and . must have them but they don't _say where they are. Try the
Security office in the annex by · the little theatre. [Photo by
twist political arms to get · the
Robert J. Kosinski)
students to quit parkmg in
front of their houses; A
The transportation fee had parking lots . .
transportation fee was designOne can easily say that the
not accomplished all for which
ed to present the driving
plan
would be worth a try, and
it was·intended, such as a CTA
~tudent . with the problem of
turnabout and a bicickle gar- perhaps, it is. But if it doesn't
essentially losing money by
work out, will we see the
age .
.not' parking in the lot. A
And, the p_resent plan is not resurrection of an even higher
student now may not see an
sufficient (as can easily be transportation fee sometime in
advantage to - paying . for a
noted) for maintenance of the the future. ·
space in the lot over finding a
free ·spac; on · the street, and
community relations may,
oqce again, be dealt a serious
blow. ·
However, the parking plan
- does have notable strong
points.
•
The Senate Appropriations incre!;lsed salaries for universiThe traQsportation fee is,
Committee
heard testimony on ty ~mployees. The $4. 7 million
indeed, unfair to students who
Wednesd~y,
April 28 concern- requested for salary increases
do not drive to school.
ing the fiscal year '77 appropri~ would provide funds for an
ations request by the Board of average . salary increase of 7%
Governors of State Colleges for all university employees
and Universities. Dr. Donald and an additioqal 2% for the
Walters, the Executive Officer lowest paid employees.
Dr. Walters also emphasized
of the Board of Governors,
testified in behalf of the five need for additional funds to
universities in the Board • of serve the increasing enrollments of the universities in the
Governors system.
Board of Governors System.
Thi:!
Board
of
Governors
has
keep tuition from increasing
He
noted that $3.6 million has
requested
an
appropriation
of
for all students must be made
$94.5 million for the· 76-77 been requested for the continby as many people as possible.
school year. This is an increase ued development of programs
Students, faculty, and other
of
$10.3 million, or 12.3%, over designed to meet the career
concerned citizens can lend ·
goa_ls of students, and the
·the
appropriations for FY76.
their. support to the efforts
Dr. Walters . urged the critical needs of society. This
made by a group of students
Committee t9 give special request would provide funds
by dm;iating their time in a
consideration · to the needs of for programs such as Criminal
demonstration of concern for
the Board of Governors Sys- Justice and Law Enforcement,
~he future of higher education
tem as it reviews the priorities Business and Energy Managein Illinois.
established
in the Governor's men t, Nursing. and other
Anyone interested in supFY77
budget
recommenda- Health ,Related Fields.
porting the fight against a
The . Committee deferred
tions.
tuition increase by attending
Dr. Walters emphasized in action on ·the Board of
the rally in Springfield ,can
particular the importance of . Governors appropriation bill
stop by the Student Senate
providing
funds for the salary for further · review and considOffice, E-205S·, for further
information and transporta-. increases to Faculty members eration.
The. Board of Governors
and other university employtion.
, ees because of the effects of FY77 appropriations request _
inflation. Almost half of the is included in SB1626, which is
additional funds requested by ~ponsored by Senator Howard
the Board of Governors are for Carrol (Dem., Chicago).

DECAL . BRIN G
YO UR- P A I D 8 I L L

/

BO·G confronts
Senate on funds ·

Tuiti"on hike fight
n1oves .to Springfield
by Ron Stein
· possible.
A demonstration and rally is
All students who are interplanned for May 19 on the ested in keeping tuition at the
Capital steps to., protest pro- lowest possible level are urged
posed tuition hikes. At 2:00 to participate.in what might be
p.m. on that day students and the only major opportunity for
other concerned citizens will students to show the State
meet to express their concern Legislature ·their concern for
for keeping the doors to this issue: A significant turncolleges open and _accessable to · out in Springfield on this day
all.
'
can have an impact on the
The Association of Illinois Ge;11eral Assembly's final deciStudent Governments (AISG) sion.
is sponsoring the rally which is
While it is much easier to sit
to show validity and concern back and allow others to bear
of students in Illinois regard- responsibility of expressing
ing higher tuition. Northeast- your views to the people- in
ern will be represented by Springfield, keep in mind that
several members of the Stu- a large turnout wiµ be much
dent Government , and all more impressive. An effort to
· · other interested persons are
also invited to attend. AISG
has gathered petitions, which
protest higher tuition, from
college campuses across the
state and will present these at [Cont'd from page 1)
the Capital on May 19. The
meeting, one involving the
petitions, which were circulat- elimination of the student
ed at U.N.I. and which are still directory and the other conavailable for your signature in . cerning the granting of a
E-205S , charge that the tuition
temporary charter to the
formula , proposed by the
proposed Soccer Club.
Illinois Board of Higher EduOf the directory, McDonald
cation, does not take into
explained, " We think we can
consideration the student 's
fncrease the directory in size
ability to pay and that- an
including more students and I
increase in tuition will prevent
feel that there is a need beause
many Illinois residents from
it is used by many clubs and
entering institutions of higher
organizations." .
education. The petition conMcDonald rationalized his
cludes by urging the Governor .veto of ,the Soccer Club by
and the General Assembly to . say ing · that the Phy sical
take appropriate action to , Education Department had no
prevent the proposed tuition
prior knowledge of having to
increases and to fund higher
support another organization
education at the highest level
under t he board.

_Duplicating

\

He added that he was told
.that space and field time was
not currently available but a
possibility for the club existed
in tq_e future with the ~ompletion of the new athletic field.
. McDonald also, announced
that there are two vacancies on ·
the Student Supreme · Court
due to the resignation of
Justice Ed Schroeder and the
completion of the term of Chief
Justice Frances Camberis.
The Student Senate will
hold a special meeting dedicated to · discussion on the
proposed student constitution
on Monday, May 17 with the
regularly scheduled meeting
the following Monday, May .
17.

.

Students, Faculty and Administration have worked long
and hard to make -the May 26
commencement a memorable
one. Faculty ~embers · and
graduating
students
are
strongly urged to become a
part- of it. For inf9rmation
c_ontact Gerald Cannon a ext .
221.
.
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Workshop
for
educators

\.annoaace....at~
. ..

FUNKY BLUES ROCK. Get down rock and roll. Savoy Brown ·
wjll indeed be r~king and _rolling Thursday, May 20, 7:30 p:m.,
in the Auditorium. The show \_Vill include the progressive rock of
Gordon Medusa. Opening-will be accoustic guitarist Rick Dyson.
Tickets are free with tJNI I.D. or $ 4.00 for non-students.
Tickets
I
are available in the Box Office.
A SEARCH FOR VALUES IN A VALUE-LESS WORLD, a
demonstration of values clarification techniques, is scheduled
Thursday, May -20, 4 p:m. -6 p.m., in Science Building lecture hall
S-102! The lecture is sponsored by , the Educational Forum
Committee.
./
STUDENT APPLICANT needed for the position of Student
Senate Parlimentarian to preside at all Senate meetings'. (approx:
2/ month.) Must be well versed in Robert's Rules of Order and
p_arliamentary procedur~s. Receive t he same pay as a student
senator. Leave your name anp phone number at the Student
Senate Office (E-205S) You will be contacted for an interview by
the special Senate committee.

TOUR •A ,PRAIRIE.
In a bicentennial • spirit, see- what a
I
Chicago prairie .looked like 200 years ago. Tours to be announced.
For further information contact Dr. Robert Betz, ext. 704.

•

THE NORTHEASTERN VET'S CLUB holds general business
meetings every first and third Thursdays of the month, 8 p .m., at
the NIVA Clubhouse, 4221 West Irving Park Road. Board of Directors meetings are scheduled on · the second· and fourth
Thursdays of the month, and time and place are announced at the
general business meetin~s. ·
There will be no Tuesday night films offered by the CCAB
FILM COMMITTEE for the' Spring arid Summer term. Night
films will resume ·Sept. 21 with the. showing of Monty Python and
the hol_y Grail.

May 27, at l:00p.m. in the West parking lot will see the FIRST
ANNUAL TRICYCLE RACE .being offered to UNI students by
the CCAB special events committee. Applications are available. at
t he box ~ffice and in the CC.AB office. Become eligible for. one of
FRIDAY 14 - Cheapo Nite at t he Catholic Student Center, · the nine fantastic prizes being donated by the faculty and
administration of the student services department.
5450 North Kimball. 5:30p.m.

The UNI box office is now selling every Tues.-Wed.-Thur·s. -,
from 12 to 4 the following fantastic tickets: PLITT MOVIE
PA~SES - $2.00 +-$.10 service ~barge. Good ·for 6 months.
TH_E · CONTEMPORARY ARTS STRING .QUARTET wilt _ SAVOY'.BROWN CONCERT TICKETS - Free· with I.D. $4.00
perform on Monday, May. 17° in the UNI . Auditorium. The without. May 20, 1976. JULIAN SWAIN DANCE TICKETS $3.50 each. May 22 and 23, 197\J. 8:00p.m.
evening begins at 8:00p.m.

SATURDAY 15 - k a boat trip on the Chicago River.
Wendella Boat Docks. 8:15a.m.

-

THE' WOMEN'S MOVEMENT will sponsor a Brown Bag
Seminar on Tuesday , May 18 , 1 :00p.m., in room 0-040
(Classroom Building). Coffee will be served.
. ORIENTATION DAY is Tuesday, May 18 for all transfer
students. Orientation begins at 5:00p.m. in the Auditorium and
_ the Alumni Hall (Commuter Center Student Union Building).
"THE DISCREET CHARM OF THE BOURGEOISIE," a
film sponsored by · the Commuter Center Activities _ Board
(CCAB), will b~ shown on Wednesday, May 19, noon, in the
Unicorn.
POETS Neil Hackman and Peter Kostakis will be tlie evening
guests Wednesday, May 19, at the Creative Writing Center, 3307
West Bryn MaWr, 8:30p.m..
·
·
PIZZA HOUR is· sponsored for Thursday, May 20 at the
Catholic Student Center, 5450 North Kimball ; 1:00p.m.
WORKSHOP FOJ:t :ENVIRONMENTAL EpUCATORS will
be held on Saturday, May 15, 9:00a.m.-12:30p.m. in the Science
Building . Registration will begin at 8:30a.m. For more
. information contact Dr. Barbara Winston at extenstion 791 •or
780.
. GRADUATES wilJ be measured for caps and gowns on
Thursday, May 20 and Friday May 21, 8a.m.-6p.m. in CC-219
(Commuter Center Student Union Building).
RING DAYS are Monday, May 17 and Tuesday, May 18.
Throughout the day a representative from Art-Carved will be on
campus across from the Service Desk. Order your UNI class ring
now.
LOCKER RENTALS - Tired of lugging all of your worldly
possessions· around campus? Rent a locker from the ticket booth
(next to the Book Nook).
THE STUDENT SENATE of Northeastern welcomes all
students to attend the first Senate meeting of the new trimester,
Monday, May 10, 7:op p.m. in th eCommuter Center Student
Union Building Room CC-217. Other meetings this ~onth will· be
on Monday, May 17, to discuss the newly proposed constitution;
and another regularly scheduled business meeting ~n Monday,
May 27.
WALTER JACOBSON, WBBM-TV evening news anchorman,
will be the giiest speaker ~t the commencement ceremonies for
April graduates scheduled for Wednesday, -May -26, 7:00 p.m. at
the Arie Crown Theatre.
THE SERVICE DESK/SWEET SHOPPE will be open on
Monday-Thursday from 8:00 a.m.-5:45 p.m. and on Friday from
8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. throughout the trimester.
·
BICENTENNIAL HISTORICAL AUTO TOUR. The
Department of History is sponsoring an 1--Jistorical Auto Tour to
cover Washington, D.C., Williamsburg, Roanoke, Charleston,
Atlanta, etc. For additional information cont!lct Dr. Reynold
Feldman, Center for Program Development, or Mr . . Gerald
Cannon, University Communications.

THE JULIAN SWAIN INNER CITY DANCE THEA.TRE is
presenting a production at the Francis W. Parker Auditorium on
May 22 and May 23 at 8:00p.m. Tickets can be obtained at the
UNI Box office for $3,50. Tickets will be available at UNI until
May 21. Tickets purchased at the door cost $5.00. Save yourself
S<?me money and buy them here.
THE FOREST HOSPITAL POST GRADUATE CENTER, in
conjunction with Northeastern, offers Mental Health" Training
Pr~grams, Effective Communications Semin1tr, Affective
Education Seminar, Friday, May 21, 9-3p.m. Open to all
students.

·t~ere
- d. ·

and a trio which was designed ,,
for performaance on the Pennsylvania Tour, Richard Arve:s
"NAJA". The workshop will
make the Chicago premiere of
groups over 25 students this piece by a choreographer
attending
bot h events will pay whose work has been described
_
$1.00 per student. Adults by critics as " spine-tingling" . ,
att~nding the class and concert
are $4.00 or $2.00 for the
concert only.
The UNI - Dance Ensemble
has just returned from a
:
week-long tour engagement in • '1ffMl/fE IIOlf ·
Owtr )S ,,.,.
•
Pennsylvania · and is eager to :
. share their dancing with
students in the Chicagoland
: LSA T ""'" ~...., :
area.
GR E Vohllll,...,, ._. •
Inquiries and notification of •
advance registration should be
=•ltrllll
:
diFected to Marge Robley, : •· QCA T C-1t1t111t1Jr •
p
COftlt:11, updlt1111 :
Northeastern Illinois Universi- e
ty, 5500 North St. Louis,
T111t IK1hht1 tor •
Chicago, Illinois 60625, or e•
rn11•1 ol CIIII
.
i.,~, Incl for UH e•
phone 583-4050 extension 666.

Dance classes
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
"A Morning of Movement",
a dance workshop sponsored
by the Northeastern Illinois
University Dance Ensemble,
will .be offered on Saturday,
May 22, 9:00 a.m.-12 :15 p.m.
The workshop is open to the
community, student 'groups
and students attending Northeastern.
'
Registration will be held
from 8:-30 a.m. -9:00 a.m. at
the university gymnasium entrance.
Master Classes are scheduled from · 9:15 a.m.-10:30
a.m. in the gymnasium and
will be taught by Marge
Robley, faculty member at
UNI and Director of the Dance
Ensemble. She will be assisted
by the members of the group
and guest artists Richard
Arve, Teena Akiyama, Lynne
Di Cianni, Larry lpple, Jerry
James and Lynda . Ma_rt}:ia'.
These dancers are working
professionals as well as students. Most of these artists
teach, dance, and choreograph
in 'addition to their work with -

HaYe. you been looking for
ways to sensitize your students to the world around .
them thru reading, creative
writing, the arts, math, social
studies, health and the natural
sciences? Searching out ideas
for integrating environmental
-education into your present
program? Huriting' for strate-gies for your urban students,
con'c"erned with the urban
environment? If s_o, plaii to
attend the Workshop For
Environmental Educators. A
variety of instructional materials have· been designed for
your classroom ancl will- be
· presented by Chicago area
elementary and high school
teachers.
The workshop will l>ll held
on Saturday, May_ 15, 1976,
9:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m., in the
Science Building at Northeastern Illinois University, 5500 N.
St. Louis . Registration (no _
charge) will begin at 8:30 a.m.
· For more information contact
Dr. Barbara .Winston, ·Department of Geography and Environmental Studies, Northeast- ~
ern Illinois University, 5834050, Ext. 791 or 780.

0

the UNI Dance Ensemble.
The · classes will emphasis
the proper methods of stretching, movement and mood, and
floor patterns which stress
change of level and direction.
· Following the instructiop
classes, there will be a brief
intermission. Facilities ate
• available to students wishing ·
to take a shower after the
classes.
The workshop will continue
- Workshop fees, set. to enin the Auditorium where
courage student groups, are .as
students will see highlights
follows:
from the UNI Dan~e Ensem$3.00 for individual students
ble's recent concert tour
_.registering for the class and
performance enjoyed by audiconcert; $2.00 for concert only,
ences in Pit_!;sburg, Edinboro
group up to 15 entries
College and Allegheny College.
registering for the class and
. The concert is notable for its
concert are requested to pay
variety of modern movement
$25.00,- groups of 15 to 25
presented by the choreostudents for b.oth the class and _
graphers;· Marge Robley, Lynthe concert pay $35.00, and
da Martha, Teena Akiyama

~···········~·
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Club returns frolll
Blac'k 'Hills adventure
,

During the spring break,
fifteen students of the Earth
Science Club visited the Black
Hills of South Dakota. 'the
trip, planned by Club President Tom Lentzen, included
stops in the Badlands. During
the first week of the trip, the
group collectd muscovite, rose ·
quartz and tourmaline crystals
at various mines and quarries
around Custer South 1Jakota.
Jewel Cave, Wind Cave,
Mount Rushmore, . and, Newcastle, Wyoming were visited.
Dr. David Garske of the South ·
Dakota School of Mines and
Technology took the group out
one day to several places in the
area. Afterwards, ~he group
visited his house where they
viewed his large collection of
minerals. ·
On Monday, April 26. while
stopped at the Ruby House 1
Restaurant in Keystone, South

by Ann F. Holda
Dakota, the snow, which had
been falling gently during the
qay became much harder.
When the group attempted to
leave t he cars could not 1make
it through the snow, up tlie
hill. Mr. Leo Toskin, owner of
the Ruby House Restaurant
very generously invited the
group to stay in the cabins
used by his summer help. The
next day the snow continued
.to fall ,' and the roads to the
campsite in Custer, were not fit
for those · unp-repared for
driving through mountain
snow. The electricity in the
town had also gone out in the
town,' so the , day was spent
enjoying the· beauty of the
snow, and the · warmth of the
fire.
The next day, when the
snow had stopped falling, and
the roads had been cleared, the
group -headed for camp. Back

at camp the weight of the two
and a half foot snowfall , had
bent the poles and ripped one
of the tents. The group had to
dig out l}e tents and collect all
the gear.
Due to the snowfall, many of
the planned stops had to be
cancelled, so the group decided,
to leave the BJack Hills. The
museuqi at the South Dakota
School of Mines and Techno'logy in Rapid Cit~ was visited
before heading on towards ·
Minnesota.
/ .
Where they cam ped . in
White Water State Park, and
collected agates around Winona Minnesota.
A presentation on the Black
Hills Field Trip will be
presented at an upcoming
Earch - Science Club meeting
held in room 120. The exact
time and day will be announc. Included in the Earth Science Club field trip to the Black Hills of
South Dakota was a stop near Keystone. There the ~ of panning
ed.
for gold was demonstrated by Mrs. David Garske, wife · of Dr.
David Garske, of the South -Dakota School of Mines and
Technology. Although the only gold found was that which had
been planted by Mrs. Garske, the group • enjoyed th':
demons,tration.

•

Many kudos for Band tour

by Carol Jean ~alatoris
High School; located in a·
During their Ninth Annual
members nosted the UNI
suburb of St. Paul. Mr. James
Concert Tour of Illinois , .bands in their homes after the
Green, Inver Grove -Bands
Wisconsin and Minnesota, the
performance.
Director, studied under UNI
Northeastern Illinois UniversiOn Wednesday, the band
D irector Dr. Gangware; a
ty Concert Band, directed -by
had two separate engagements
Dr. Edgar B. Gangware, and
former director of Instrumentin Wisconsin; the first at
al Music Program at Bemidji
the Jazz Ensemble, directed by
Madison Memorial · High
repairs and the building of
by Ann F. Holda
Mr. G . Duane McDowell ,
School and later at Mauston , State University ; Bemidji, houses.
received a welcoming ovation
Minnesota:
High School. The Concert
Over the spring break, a ' As t here is much to do . in
from audiences ranging be- , Band . , nd Jazz Ensemble
Featured soloi!jts during the
many of the
group of ,,.-sixteen students, the entire
tween 250 and 1600 people a·t
annual concert tour included _along with Father John Price · people would like to go back in
receiv~ an applauding ovation
five high schools. ·
after their showing at Madison
the trumpet trio of Joseph Lill ,
of the Catholic Student Center, the summer for a longer time,
· A most enthusiastic group
Timothy Theis _and Steven
Memorial. The Mlldison Mewdrked in Kentucky: Arranged and give of their time agaip.
Prager, arrangements performa t Aquin Central Catholic
morial bands are rated as one
by the Christian Appalachian This . is the second .time the
ed by the trombone and
High Ss,hool in Freeport, · of the superior bands · in
Project (CAP), the group split group from the CSC has gone
Wisconsin.
Illinois greeted the band ' s
percussion sections , and a
up to help in different towns. to help in Appalachia. The
arrival on Tuesday, fytarch 23.
After spending an evening · collation of tunes rendered by
Some worked in Lancaster, , President of the Center, Tom
: he UNI Chorus ; comprised of. KY, fixing up Camp Nelson. Malouf, stated "Because of the
The Director of Bands at
in Rochester, Minnesota at the
band members.
Aquin Central, Norbert RozanHoliday Inn, they continued
Camp Nelson is owned l;>y beautiful people and beautiful
Throughout the tour, the
ski, is an alug mus of UNI and
touring on Thursday with two
CAP, and is used to provide country there was a spirit of
the Concert Band. The parents
UNI bands played for over
recital s ; Bl2oming Prairie
jobs for the Pe<tPle in that o neness, whicfi. made the
High School and Inver Grove . 4,000 high school students.
of the Aquin Central Band
area. Others worked in Mc Kee . Appalachian trip a very reand Mt. Vernon helping with warding experience.''

C'SC students
-help Appala~hians
area,

\

../

The Search and ·S creen Comm ittee, A New -_P resident, MQte Park- ing Problems, A New Student
C'onstitution, Student Pro·t ests?
It could be a long, hot summer for Northeastern. Experience it _w_ith the _P RINT and
join the staff. We need writers, photographers, artists and anyone willing to do
anthing. ~oin the first to know!

Come up to room E~214 (above the
·cafeteria) or call .ext.. 454.
'

,,

Miller tests
scheduled
I

by Carol Jean Zalatoris
The Miller Analogies Test is
required of all students in the
graduate degree program at
Northeastern Illinois University. It is recommended that the
test be taken before the
student has completed s ix
hours in a program.
Most universiti.e s require
master degree students to take
either the Graduate Record
Examination or the Miller.
Analogies '.fest. Northeastern
requires that all students
complete the Miller Test ; any
other. tests previously completed are not applicable.
The test wilf be administered on the main campus as
follows: Saturday, May 15,
room S-102, 9 a.m. ! 11 a.m.;
Saturday, May 15 . room S-102,
0

11 a.m . -1 p .m.; Monday ,
May 17, .room S-101, 7 p.m. -9
p.m.; Saturday, May 22, room
S-101 , 9 a.m.-11 a.m. ; and
Saturday, May 22, room S-101,
11 a.m. ~ 1 p.m.
S-101 and S-102 are the
lecture halls on the first floor
of the Science Building.
The -tests will also be
administered a t:' the Center for
Inner City Studies, .4545 South
Drexel, Friday, May 21, room
101. 5 p.m. -7 p.m.
' Only fifty people can be
accommodated at eac~ session.
Reservations must be made
in advance. Contact Ms. Lottie
Kaplan, 583-4050, extension
326, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
'!:he testing fee is $7.00 and
is payable at the time of
registration.

1
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-Plumpers ellds first year
_,,
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
Plumpers, 3336 West Bryn
Mawr, famous for their "mealin-itself" submarine sandwiches, celebrated , their oneyear anniversary on Tuesday,
May 4, 1976. And to celebrate
the occasion, owners, Pat
-Autry and John Gaughan,
both former Northeastern Illi·nois University students, constructed a six-foot "Belly,
Timber" submarine sandwich
which they donated, along
with 10 pounds of potato
salad, to the Chapin Home for
Children, 2801 West Foster.
O'Yners Pat Autry and John
a ·aughan said they wanted to
celebrate their first anniversary in a big way by doing
something nice for someone.

•

They wanted to do ate something special and only the
best. So, they fixed-up one of
their super sub-sandwiches,
and like all their creations, it
was a masterpiece.
.
The sandwich consisted of
all the regular ingredients
found ' on a "Belly Timber",
only in larger quantities. The
six-foot loaf of freshly baked
Gonnella bread was spread
with mayonnaise and piled
high with six po\mds of meat;
bologna, lunch meat, cotto
salami, and three pounds of
american cheese, six pounds of
vine•ripened tomatoes, si~
pounds of crisp lettuce, four
pounds of onions. Oil and
vinegar and Plumper's special
spices added the finishing

touches.
After two hours, spent
slicing the meats; cheese,
tomatoes and shreaded lettuce,
Pat and John, assisted by
employees Judi, Patti, and
Kate, took approximately ' 30
minutes to construct the ,
sandwich. Judi; wife of owner
Pat Autry, Patti J\elly, and
Kate Greenberg are students
at Northeastern as are all
employees hired at Plumpers,
Sue Kraeger, Barb Bloom, and ,
Fred Mandel, also employees,
were absent for the . afternoon
festiviities, but were scheduled
to work the evening shift.
George Headly, Director at
Chapin Home for Children and
Eva Altkorn, Offjce Mana~er
and in charge 'of food services,

,

.

greeted, Jo~n, Pat, •Judi, and a
Print reporter when the sand~ich was delivered. The children at the Chapin ,Home were
surprised; they had never seen
such an enormous sandwich.
Chapin Home.for Childr;n, a
residentia_l treatment center for
homeless children, was established during the Civil War as
a shelter for ·war orphans. At
their pres1mt location on
F.9ster an~California since
1916, the home shelters approximately 65-70 children.
Plumpers owner Pat Autry
reminisced over the conception
and pre-planning that went
into establis11ing the business.
Pat, an Earth Science major
and John Gaughan, psychology major, both five year

Plumpers·9wners Gaughan and Autry pose with giant submarine.
[Photo by Carol Jean]

students, were unable to find ;
orders. To his knowledge, Pat
job after graduation. While
knows of no other submarine
attending Northeastern, Pat
sandwich shop i'n existance in
and John were always searchChicago with a delivery sering for a good plac~ to eat that
vice; making Plumpers the
catered . to a college stude~t' s
first!
'pocketbook. John'. s father was
While attending ' UNI, Pat
already established in the food
served as captain of the
business, and with a loan from
Golden Eagles Footba·ll team
their parents, Pat and John
as ol' 34. Partner John
turned their dream into a
Gaughan went out for the
reality.
team also wearing the number
At one time, they believed
55 jersey.
that UNI students were their
1973, Pat and John were
only patrons. But between
selected as the most valuable
trimesters, they continued to
players on the ' squad. Johnsell 150-200 sandwiches daily.
reflects back and modestly
Pat said customers drive' in admits that he made more .
from all over to order a Belly
tackles; Pat just called the
Timber, a Lazy Man's Load,
signals.
ham and cheese, or any
Pat was also active on the
number of specialties. Plum- Student Senate as a senator;
pers also serves- homemade later elected Vice-President,
~~~~--- • soups, pies, chili, and a new an_d graduated after serving as
. . ";:·:~-~~:;::;;::::-::=- addition, hand-packed ice Chairman.
·
cream.
Happy Anniversary Plum'···cc~~:=';.:::;
Plump!=!rS is proud to an- . pers and best wishes for your
nouce that beginning Monday,
continued success.
May 17, they will deliver

.
,.
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thoughts
by The Dove
Time,
Life's endless journey.
Finding myseH in a sea of change;
The future seems so unlikely,
So strange.
Each day passes so swiftly

I sit back to enjoy it. ..
And it's gone.
Another day has slipped past, finished it's so~g.

A scene from Sherlock Holmes. [Photo by Rita Harmata]

Holmes' a .prOhahle i~possibility
by E. M. Liebow
s cene changes . Somehow I
parents : make sure your
perhaps his peculiar intonachildren learn· to read early;
"When you have eliminated
tion, as the linguists are wont much preferred Professor Higread to them lovingly, joyfully,
the impossible, then whatever
to say, is what most gets in his gin' s study.
One final · note • to all
remains, however improbable,
way. He would be infinitely
enthusiastically - and do it
must be the truth."
for many years . Ther.e is
better of course if he were playgoers , parents, and future
-Sherlock Holmes , 1903
British, but we can't have
The William Gillet te-Conan
everything. Instead, through
Doyle play that opened at the
his peculiar intonation or
Schubert last night may be · p_rojection, he sounded to me a
trying the impossible - to
little like the old Pete Smith of
create a suspenseful, atmosthe Selected Shorts of the 30's.
pheric well-made thriller about To a fellow Sherlockian he
the greatest 'sleuth of t hem all, . sounded like a cross between
Sherlock Holmes. What reVaughan Meader and Jimmy
• mains is quite probably, not Cagney. We are probably both
improbable, as Mr. Holmes
right.
says.
Since . I went to the preview
It should be noted here tha t
by Ros! Lesniak
with 80 or so of Sir Hugo's
the play was written by • Companions, the· local arm of
The Chicago Poets' Theater Of>portunities for the poet's
William Gillette, the · famous
the Baker Street Irregulars, I
was founded -by three North- alternative interests." says
American character actor, in was doubly apprehensive long
eastern alumni , Art Lange · Art Lange. "For ·example ,
. the 1890's. He showed it to before the curtain went up.
(editor of BRILLIANT COR- poets write plays , yet have no
Conan Doyle, who said someMany of them who had seen
N&RS,
A Magazine of the chance to have tl~m performthing to the effect of, "Go
the New York production were
Arts), Arnold_ April (editor of ed. Other poets would like to
ahead, and do the damn enthralled by Philip Blocke •
HERE IT IS and Bondage and branch out into acting or
thing"; and then taking a
who played Professor Moriardiscipline), and Effie Mihopou- directing. Many poets are
good look at Gillette's chiselty. They just knew that Allen
los (editor of MATI). It was.... interes~d in music at varying
ed, aquiline profile, he added,
Sues, star of Laugh In, would
created in order to fill in·· the levels, some to the point of.
" as long as you play Holmes." ·blow it as the present Moriar- gap· between writers and being amateur musicians and
Gillette was with the play on ty. Not so, not so! Allen Sues
performers in Chicago. The composers. Hopefully, - the
and off for nearly 50 years;
and his make-up man did a
Poets' Theater wishes to break CPT will be able to sponsor
and it is still enjoyable, fine job. He was a believably
through the arbitrary dicho- plays and musical concerts
understandable, and full of sinister, astute, villanous Mortomy that currently exists involving poets in an active
marvelous stage business. The iarty, and the ultra-mechanil!etween the different brnnches capacity." Also, the success of
''don 't -reach-for-)OOur-gun-roucal, ultra-safe, ultra-magnifiof the arts, and one of its the poetry readings series' at
tine " between Holmes and cent door that guards his innerpurposes is to bring together, the Body Politic and NorthMoriarty in the second act is sanctum is, as far as this
through multi-media and inter- eastern Jllinois University has
done with all the meticulous- reviewer is conce!iiled, the star
disciplinary
performances, an shov.:n that there are many
ness and excitement of the of the shoe. It got more laughs
atmosphere
of
artistic coopera- more active and talented poets
great dµeling scene in Hamlet.
and more applause than most
ticin.
By
presenting
pieces that in Chicago than most people
I have a daughter, a · real of the_other action, and rightly ·
involve
several
different
disci- realize . The Chicago Poets '
Sherlockian if ever there was so!
'plines,
they
hope
to
expos~
: Theater will, again hopefully,
one, who refuses to obscure the
A word should be said for
several diverse audiences to. provide an additional forum
image in her mind of Sherlock Alexandra Stoddart as Terese
for poets both native and alien
Holmes by seeing imposters the French maid; and Geoff works they normally would not to the Chicago area. ·
corrie in contact with. For
impersonating him in the Garland as Sidney Prince, a
Although the three directors
instance, the CPT's upcoming,
movies, on T .V., on radio and , Cockney safe cracker. They
of
the CPT function collective- ·
second event, scheduled for
the stage. Her father, who can both provide us with some
· ly, they allow themselves room
May
27
at
8:00
p.m.
at
the
be very stubborn at times, has excellent comic moments. We
Church of Three Crosses (333 for their individual approachsung the praises of Basil might also menti-0n the role of
es. Arnold Aprill ' s basic
Rathbone, Arthur Wontner (a Billy, the great detective's W. Wisconsin) will be a ' concept of the theater is to
presentation entitled "Numgreat British actor) and others "errand boy" - not because
bers" and will involve dane, have. it be workshop - forum
who have "become" Sherlock Jeffrey Hillock was particularfor the investigation of the
music, poetry and drama.
Holmes. Ah, what foots we ly good or bad in the role but
In l ight of the fact, however, nature of performance - its
mortals be!
because .one of the first Billy's
that the CPT was founded by artistic limits and advantages.
I have always known she of all times in Mr. Gillette's
three poets, the major empha- " I am very interested in 'the
was right. But I persisted. melodrama was h one other
~is will re{Ilain the poet's point process of transformation that
After seeing Leonard Nimoy than Charlie Chaplin himself.
of view. There is an entire takes performers out of their
as a smooth, suave, ultra-per- Other things that m_ight turn
body of literature (plays, everyday life and into their
ceptive Sherlock Holmes I will spectators on or off (it's hard
conceptual pieces, dialogues, roles as performers. For exam• nev~r argue with her again. It to say these -days) are the
films, experimental musical ple, I would like to include the
is not that Mr. Nimoy is not London fog that permeates the
compositions, chants) and aud· warming-up process as paJt of
good; it is just that he is not stage) the believably wellience participation works that our presentations , much as
Sherlock Holmes. He is too ·made Victorian sets and the
do not get the attention they Martha Graham does with her
mannered, too suave, too glimpses of London street life
·deserve. "The Chicago Poets' dancers." He is currently
much. More than anything else that accompanies _m any of the
Theater wants to provide experimenting with overlap-

nothing, gentle reader, that ,
beats the writt en page. It
gives you pictures in the soul,
pictures in the mind that time
and actors can never erase.

Poets' Theatre
~a new challenge
0

ping scenes, college-plays , very
short (two or three line) plays,
and theater pieces performed
canon-style. "I imagine that
we will be · doing many pieces
containing improvisational and
spontaneous elements,'• he
adds. "This implies taking the
risk of doing things that might
not work, a condition which is
essential to true experimentation. "
Effie Mihopoulos' interest
in the presentation of dramatic
performance stems, interestingly enough, from a concern
for preserving the poet's right
. to a straight-forward, undramatic reading , without the
obligation to be an entertainer.
"I don't think a poet should be
forced into the role of being .
a performer in a theatrical
sense, to capture .the audience's interest, if all she/ he
wants to do is read her/ his
poems. This doesn't mean, of
course, th!lt the poet doesn 't
have the right to be an
entertainer at the same time. at
a poetry reading, only that the
• role shouldn't be forced- upon
her/ him . Because once the
audience expects the. role, it
stereotypes the poet. "
Although most of The
Chicago Poets' Theater's event
will be mounted at The Church
of the Three Crosses: this will
in no way exclude the
possibility of performances in
other spaces. The founders of
the Poets' Theater hope to use
the whole_city as a resource,
presenting works in dance
studios, - parks , basketball
courts, restaurants, theatres,
and "in the hearts of millions."

I
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Post rep9rters
not spoiled

by success
bv Carol Jean Zalatoris
B ob Woodwa-rd -and Carl
Bernstein , two young reporters
on the Washington Post who
investigated , reported , .and
revealed _the startling story
that began wit h a- bur~lary at
Democra t ic National Headquarters and resulted in the
resignation of a president ,
stressed the significance of the
press during t heir Chicagoland
appearance, April 21, at the
l)niversity of Chicago Law
School Auditorium.
Mr. Bernstein, a 32 year old
bachelor, sited that reporters
have an obligation to serve the
public ~ people reading newspapers, with a more extensive
form of coverage. ''Journalism
is imm~diate," he stated. "A
reporter has access to primary
sources. . .an advantage over
historia~s."
Mr. Bernstein added, "A
reporter should penetrate the
facade; to find out what is
going on behind closed doors."
Criticiz~d for their recent
book, " The Final Days ,"
critics claim that it was not

relevant to disclose the personal life and thoughts of the
president. The two reporters
said t hey selected only the
material t hey believed relevant
and of interest to t he American people. Bernstein, in
defense , feels t ha t it :was
important to capture the 'why'
behind t he incident. They
attempted to 'uncover the
realistic agonizing drama of a
lonely man that .was pressure
by the . demands o{ his high
office position ; the inner
feelings that refl~cted 'in his ·
decision making and even the
emotional feelings . expressed
for his wife and da\J.ghter.
In reference to a chapter- in
their new book that notes the
president ' s · heavy drinking
problem during the winter of
1973, Bernstein said they did •
not intend to paint a picture oa
a drunk or a weak leader
rather to reveal to th;
American people the extreme
pressures a president undergoes during a national scandal
and the complications that
follow.

" The ' White House is not
only the, president' s office, but
also his home," Woodward
remarked. " The more we
und~rstand about the lives of
t he presidents, the better off
we are. "
The book reveals the daily
reflections✓ and generalizations
of Richard Nixon prior to his
resignation and to exclude this
information , they believed,
would be irresponsible.
Bernstein stressed that the
role of a successful reporter is
based on establishing a relationship of trust with s-ources.
"Credibility is all we have," he
said.
'
Asked whether or not Bern.stein knows t he identity of
'Deep Throat,' t he key informant that lead to the disclosure
of th e W ateFga t e sca ndal ,
' Woodward answered " Yes ."
However, 'Deep Throat' is a

OPEN FOR LUNCH

HIDDEN

COVE

The beautiful sounds of English and American Folk Ballads. filled the UNI auditorium Tuesday
as Sweetapple per(ormed to a small but ent husiastic audience. [Photo by Dolora Jung]

.

man • with a great deal of
contacts and does not wish to
be revealed.
The reporters were asked if
they were upset or reluctant to
further pursue the Watergate
story after they were warned
by 'Deep Throat' that they
could very possibly be under
electronic surveilance. Bernstein answered that they were
never absolutely certain of
being electronically bugged. In
jest, he interjected, that it ,
often cr:os·sed his mind to
occasionally drop a line like
" The pink starling ·sings at
dawn. " He also added that he
wouldn ' t be surprised to
discover that Ron Ziegler is
'Deep Throat. '
They plan to donate their
miterial to a university library
revealing information used in
their books '' All the President's Men" and "The Final

Days" in addition to transcrip ts of interviews before
and after Nixon's resignation.
The notes and material used
for the books are presently
sealed in cabinets a t the Post.
Classified information that
was ,,not publis hed is also
sealed in cabinets to be
released a t a later date,
however, sources that request
t9 remain anonymous will
_remain a mystery to the
public. Woodward joking commented that lie had hoped to
donate their material to, the
government for a tax· deduction, but was -informed that it
was not permitted.
Success and instant stardom_
haven ' t changed the two
journali sts a nd after t h~y
finish their 'junkit' of touring
lectures, they plan to return to
their jobs on the Washington
Post.

'

OPEN AT 11 a.m. DMLY
COUPON ___ ..; ___ _ - --,

P' _, _ _ _ _ _ - - - - -

'I

FREE - 1 Pitcher beer 1with med. pizza
FREE - 2 Pitchers beer with large pizza
SO¢ off - any luncheon order

I
I

'i

~

•-

-- --- - - - - -- -- - -- --

s, ·

Movie Nite, Sun., 10:30 pm, Ladies Nite,
Tues., & Thurs., Unescorted Females,
a DrinL

1

LOUNGE-PUB
5338 N. Lincoln
784-9638
D_ue to situations. beyond ou-r control, th_
e
resu·lts·: of the Print
survey will not be publi1shed until next
,week's iss_ue.

Frcim left t o right, Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein, the reporters from the Washington Post,
who uncovered the Watergate scandal, and authored the books All t he President's M·en, and The
Final Days, were in Chicago during April. They made an -appearance at t he University of Chicago
·campus to speak on their experiences and findings which are revealed i_n their books. [Photo by
Carol Jean Zalatoris]
'
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COLLEGE CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
Needed to sell Brand Name Stereo Components to Students at
lowest prices. High Commission, NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED.
SeriQus inquiries only! FAD C_o mponents, Inc. 20 Passaic Ave.,
Fairfield, New Jersey 07006.
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non-credit courses offered for
fun, personal enrichment, and
learning new skills. This term
there are 24 courses in the
general program, seven courses in the special , Americana
Series celebrating the BicenPosition available: Tutor' for 3rd
Odd jobs around the house. Pay is experience in driving a school bus.
tennial , and two assertive
grader. Hours and salazy open.
Will
be
responsible
.
for
driving
good . Contact Bertha Berman
Contact Mrs. Kurland, 4217 N. · 973-1377 (9 a.m.-2:30 p.m.( or KE groups to such places as Brooktraining workshops . Tuition
by Connie Lucki
Lockwood, 685-2647.
ranges
from
$15
for
the
Did
you
realize working with
.
field
Zoo
,
Carmak
Poo~
Indiana
.or
9-2057 (3 p.m. or aft.er).
one-day assertive training
Michigan- Sand Dunes, Starve
6-14 year old children this
· Patient escort service to X-ray Rock Parli:, Springfield, Dlinois, city
workshops to $30. Most tuisummer ca~ earn you ,9, 12, or
Part-time opening foi: general department at. Michael Rees.e beaches, etc.
tion fees ·are $20. Classes are
even
15 semester hours credit?
office worli:. Typing and filing.
Hospital Wages start at $3.25 per MALE/FEMAIE GROuP LFADER.
held
weekly
and
courses
run
Yes,.
academic credit is
Begin immediat.ely. Salazy is open.
hour, from 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Applicant must be at least a
from six to 12 weeks.
available to students who want
C.B.l ~usiness Forms, 3322 W.
Start immediat.ely - position is Sophomore in college . Must have
The general program into· work and learn through ·
Pet.erson, 583-8353. Ask for Jan
available only until September. experie.nce in youth worli:, with an
Blum.
cludes such diverse subjects as
experiences in UNI 's Kid 's
Cqritact Jim Coiby 726-8742 at the_ ability to t.each o,ne or more of 1pe
_acting, six different types of
College.
Colby and Associat.es t.emporazy following: Team or Individual
Full-time/part-time evenings. Wait- - agency, 17 · N. State, Chicago athletics, arts & crafts, · nature .
dance class, Yoga, camping, a
!(id's College is our. on-camresses. No experience necessazy.
divorce adjustment group and
pus day-camp provided for
crafts; singing, drama: or he!llth
81513.
- Hours a nd salazy are open. Begin
and first aid.
children of students, faculty,
Catholic theology.
immediat.ely. Sign of the B~efeat- , Position available fo r laboratozy MAI.EIFEMALE WATER SAFErY
- The Americana group conand staff only between the
er, 6259 N. McCorm\ck Ave.,
aide. Worli: with electronic dia- INSTRUCTOR. Must be at least a
ages of 6 and 14 : . The
sists
of
classes
in
such
pione
r
,
583-8080. Apply to Mr. Jerry
gnostic equipment and patients. Sophomore in college . Must be a . skills . as antique refinishing
day-camp session is from June
Pence.
·
Full time employment with good certified American Red Cross · and repair , crochet, patchwork,
18 to August 20.
starting salary. Be_gin June 1. Watet Safety Instructor with
and
weaving.
·
UNI students wishing to
Count.er help for food carzy out
Benefits: health insurance and experience in teaching all levels of
orders. Mornings or aft.ernoons at
register
must assume 9 mandaAll
classes
will
be
held
on
wat.er
safety.
vacation time. Must have a B.S . or
Chicken Bowl, 1384 Winston
the Northeastern Illinois Uni- tory credits - 95 -309-71;
experience equivaient; mechanical
Plaza, Melorse Park, (west on ·
versity campus.
Seminar on Social Structures
or electronic aptitudes. Will tmiil. Control Board Operator. Must
North Ave .). Open wages. Apply
To obtain more lnformation
ad Moral Values, and 95-312Contact Cardiology Associates , have F~C.Q. license . Part time
to Andrew Paill or Martin Osheff.
432-4844, 480 Elm Place , Highland employment with a negotiable
or to enroll by mail , call the
71; Field Observation • of
union scale salazy. Begin as soon
Parli: 60035.
Northeastern Illinois UniversiChildren's Behavior.
Part-time waitress. No experience
as possible. Contact St.eve Gor- . ty Alum11-i Office, 583-4050,
· Th~se· classes require a
necessazy. Hours and salazy open.
Camp'counsel~r for " tween camp" don, EA.W. Radio, 273-3330.
extension 271.
seminar session on Tuesday's
Sign of the Beefeat.er, 9643 N.
from 1:00p.m.-7:00p.m. fore days a
and
a minimum . of 12 hours
Milwaukee, Nile's, 966-7966. Apply
week. Salazy is open. Must be 21 JOBS AVAlLABIE:
in person to Mr. Leto .
per week, working in &.ctivites
or over~ Contact Cookie at . Vice-Chairman of the CCAB
sports, lunches , field trips, and
Board: Responsibilities consist of
677-1093.
150 openings beginning June
child observations.
doing research for the board,
21-Sept. 15 to staff Ravinia Parli:.
Need a summer job? Got your own assisting chairman in • writing
Optional co1,1rses are also
Wait.ers, waitresses, count.er girls,
car? Want t1J buy and sell boxed propo s als , and taking are of
available ; 95-309-72; Recreacashiers, and bar t.enders. Will
st.eaks to the public? If all above special projects for the board.
tional Activities in Kid's
train. Worli:ing schedule 4:30-11
questions are YES call 366-0321 Organic University Chairperson College
and 95-309-73 : Interp .m. (approximat.ely). Pat Brophy · between the hours of 8-3 Monday Responsible for developing a
disciplinary Research ·Topic;
at DE 2-4935.
thru Saturday for more informa- lecture program that utilizes free
both 3 credit hour courses.
presentators from the student,
tion.
Students interested in regisPart-time opening for general
staff, faculty, or community of .
UNI News Bureau - The
office worli:. Typing and answering
tering can contact the Wom-j
Jr. Programmer Analyst. COB and UNI, to augment the lecture and
t.elephone. Salazy starts · at $2. 75
Northeastern Illinois Universian's Services for more detailed
BAL ability, DOS experience bugg house series. Must be able to
per hour. 1-5 p.m. three days a
ty Dance Ensemble, recently
informa tion.
desirable with JIL knowledge. Full develop a committee.
v.:eek. SQund Rising Artistic Manreturned from a tour of
time . Contact John Shannon, B.A. Classical: Theatre Chairperson ageme n t, 8919 N. · LaCrosse,
Pennsylvania, is eager to share
Railton, 111 N. Northwest Ave., Responsible for inviting and hostSkokie, 60076. Contact Mr. Greening professional theatre companies
Northlake, Ill 562-7200, ext. 225.
its dancing with students in
blatt, 677-4465.
and roving artist· performe~ to
the Chicago area, according to
Office help. General typing and UNI Must be able to develop a
Director Marge Rol;>ley. ConseSecretazy. to Sales Manager. light
clerical work, full or part time. committee.
quently, the ensemble is giving
typing - ·no shorthand. 40 hours
$2.50 to $2.75. Stock person also Classical: Art Chairperson a dance workshop, " A Morn(May-Sept.ember); 20 hours after
wanted for the Packing and Responsible for inviting and hosting ·of Movement," 9:15 a.m.
Sept.ember. Salazy is open. Begin
Receiving Department starting at ing professional artist and exhibitas soQn as possible . North Town
- 10:30 a.m. , in the dance
UNI News Bureau - The
$2.65 to $3.00 . Contact Jim ors to UNI Must be able to
Refrigeration, 4711 N. Llncoln,
studio on the campus, Bryn
Northeastern Illinois UniversiCibolka, Midwest Glove Company, develop a committee.
878-1122." Ask for Andy, Sales.
4303 West Armitage, Chicago , Ill, Publicity Coordinator - Responsi. Mawr at St. Louis Ave., to be
ty Department of Psychology
Manager.
276-5111.
hie for coordinating all publicity followed by a concert by the
is offering a special Bicenten- - - - - - - - - - - - - - and promotion for CCAB events. DAnce Ensemble in the uninial symposium,_ "The Adult
Float.er position available for the ·
For the jobs list.ed please contact Must also be liasion with Print and versity auditorium. "RegistraYears:
Vulnerabilities and
summer. Salazy is open. Begin as
Mr. Allen L. Cushing, Program Yearbook as well as community
tion will be held, 8:30 a.m. - 9
Strengths, " in which · the
soon as possible. Hours are from
Director at the General R. E Wood papers and magazines. Must have
public is invited to participate.
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. life ' Insur- . Chicago Boys Club, 2950 West knowledge in one of following a.m., at the entrance to the
university gymnasium.
Three workshops will be
ance, 2537 Montrose, 583-1400.
25th St., Chicago, Ill. 60623. areas: journalism, graphic art, or
The
emphasis
of
the
workAsk for Mr. Carbone .
held
simultaneously on the
Bl7-0700. Applications are due by - advertising.
shop will be on methods of
same topic but pertaining to
June 7, 1976. Salaries range from Travel Center Coordinator
Mother's helper for a 6 month old
three different ages; early,
$900 to $1110 for the eight week Responsible for coordinating infor- stretching, movement and
baby. Free room and board and
summer program :
mation about travel and assisting mood, and floor patterns which
middle, and later adulthood. A
spending money. Begin as soon as
MALE/FEMALE BUS DRIVER. groups in organizing trips from stress change of level and
the beginning of the symposipossible. Contact Mrs. Cohn, 1025
Must be at least 25 years of age, UNI and. other campuses.
direction. Master classes will - um there will be a general
Midway, Northbrook, 498-2072.
• with a valid "C" license, with
be taught by Robley. She will
session. An integrative session
be. assisted by members and
with all three groups particiguest artists of the ensemble.
pating winds up each topic
Guest artists are Richard explored. All workshops run
Arve, Teena Akiyama, Lynne from 4 p..m. to 6 p.m. with a
. DiCianni, Larry Ippel, Jerry dinner break from 6 _p.m. to 7
James, and Lynda Martha.
p.m. , resuming at 7 p.m. until
The concert consists of 9:15 p.m.
• highlights from the tour
The week . of June 7 is
program presented in Pitts- devoted to the subjects, man
burg, Edinboro College, and and woma·n. The week of June
Allegheny College and includes 14, the topic is special
a trio, _"NAJA," designed for problems. The June 21 week of
the Pennsylvania tour by workshops deals with racialRichard Arve as well as the cultural problems. A final
choreography of Robley, Mar- · general session, June 25, ends
tha, and Akiyama.
the symposium.
Student fees run from one
The cost of one series is $15;
dollar a student in groups of $8 for . students and senior
25 and more to $3 for an citizens. Individual · sessions
individual student for the class are $3; $2 for students and
and concert. Adult fees are $4 senior citizens.
for the class and concert, $2
Persons interested in taking
for the concert only.
'
part may call the Northeastern
To register and for further Illinois University Psychology '
information, call Marge hob- Department (583-4050, extenley; !5Im-4050, extension '666. • sion 670 t ....

·wanna -makle some
money?

Kid's

College

Dance

Workshop

Adult
Psychology

offers
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·Women's Softball;
buildi~g
.themselves llp

,

.

,

by Lany Brittan
On Wednesday, May ·5th, th
Woman't Softball team returned from the spring break
in a losing affair to Wright
Junior College by a score of
13-6. In games prior to· the,
break they lost big to tough
Chicago State, -Circle and
University of Chicago teams:
UNI's diamond aces have
benefitted from a forfeit by
Northwestern and have walloped North Central .by a 34-9
· mark. Just this past Monday ·
(May 10) our Eagles fell to
Olivet by a score of 11-7. As of
this writing the softball team
has a recorg of two · wins and
five defeats, -and 2 _rainouts.
In the Olivet game, t his
reporter and Sports Editor
John Stepal had the unusual
opportunity to act as umpires
in what turned out to be an
interesting t hough unfortunate
inning for the softball squad.
The designate<! officials came
the next inning, but Olivet had
scored several runs and Northeastern played catch-up for the
remainder of the game.
Coach Betty Meyers started

reserve pitcher Kate Black but
she was grabbed by nervous•
ness and was touched for those
runs. Coach Meyers also
played Laura Dedmond, Donna Carleton, Lynn Hitchcock,
Allison Mueller and Leslie
Gelander among · other stout
souls who ride the bench.
This is a building year for
Meyers' team as senior Nancy
Francine Porter,· member of UNl's Women's Softball team prepares to lace into one while other
Bartosch- an all-around player
members look on with interest. [Photo by Ann F. Holda]
and senior Myra Bugaisky, a .
fine outfielder are the only
good rapport with the team.
"tools of ignorance" and along River Park. It's the diamond ·
returning letterwoman from
Evident from the losing with Norma Meinen have closest to the street (Foster)
the previous season. Additionrecord one sees that the shown great effort while trying and it's one block west of
ally, Coach Meyers recieved a
Wome!}'s Softball team has · to hold down the position of California. If you like diampnd
tremendous response of.women
encountered some difficulties. catcher. Kate Black and Sue action, come out to see these
women.
coming otit for the team. this
Foremost in this department is Losch are two pitchers with a
has resulted in intersquad
the hitting , as four tough promising futur e. Allison
competition and a more thor-·
hitters shoulder the majority . Mueller has come off the bench
w11eft, Dinner & l.ote Snocb
o .PIZZA,IN THE PAN
ough examination and basis - of the swatting. These players to do a fine job in left field,
··
· Codctails
for using her reserves more
are Linda Iussa who is also a which aids the cause of the
L C~r-broiled Gulliburgen A
often for " relief. "
fine pitcher, Mimi Keefe, a fine ' benchwarmer.
D ,libs • Chicken • Steaks T
Coach Meyers leads her
shortstop, Kathy Zyrokowski,
Come on out, out to see the
team with the notion that each
an outstanding firstsacker, Women's Softball team and
player works at the _position
and Donna Sokolowski a gem maybe t h ey 'll ask you to
they prefer and then she will
umpire a few innings, but try
at third base.
guide t hem into another
The women have shown to see some of the games that ·
position if t he player would
much initiative, if not only remain. on UNI's schedule. The · s 8808 MILWAUK~E AVE. R
prosper elsewhere. Otherwise,
hustle as they scamper for softball E'agles h!ive their last
H291-2100
E
I•-•""MilwaukH & Dempster) she just maintains routine
a job. Rita Marek, _a slim home game Tuesday, May 18
2727 W. HOWAIDU. '"CINI 331-2166
practice and she has unusually
young woman has donned the against Circle at 4:00 p.m. at

Ko·e nig loses
playoffs: _
Golfers take 5th
in Districts
the first tee.
All things considered, the
The spring golf season, team actually played fairly
which at one time appeared so well. As mentioned before, Jim·
promising, has to rank as one Koenig lost Medealist honors
of the y ear 's most bitter in a playoff, but still shot a
disappointments. The biggest fine round of 77. The team
disappointment of the season finished fifth out of nine teams
· occurred on April 26, as Jim with a four-mari total of 341.
Koenig lost a playoff for the Qoach Tony• Schimpf ws so
District Medalist honors and infuriated that he told the
also t he trip to South Carolina District Chairman exactly
to compete in the National what he thought of him, in no
tournament . which went with uncertain terms, and also what
it.
he could do with his tourna_ To begin with, the way in ment. ·1n addition, he also
which t he tournament ws vowed never to step n Village
organized was very shoddy. It Links again, as he felt , (and
was originally scheduled to be justifiably so, too ) tht the
a _Village Links Golf Course. course received way too much
However, the golf course was . money for the few measly
unplayable due to the heavy times · that the golf team was
rain of the previous night. The allowed to play t here.
On May 1 t he team played
meet was _supposedly cancelled, and everyone assumed t he in the Lakeland Invitational
Golf Tournament and finished
tournament would be reschedthird behind Madison Techniuled on t he rain date which
was establihsed for t his -very cal College and University of
Wisconsin-Green Bay. Koenig
pur p ose. Small wonder t he
coaches and players were once again led t he way wit h a
78, which put him in a t hird
amazed when they learned that
t hey would be playing that · place tie for Medalist honors.
same day on a different course,
After this spring, things can
Woodridge Cou ntry Club.
only get better. And t here is
What was even mcire amazing no reason to think that they
was that the players had very
shouldn't, as only one of t he
top ten golfers is graducating . .
little, if any, time at all to
warm up, as t hey were literally This. team will definitely be a
thrown: from their cars onto
team to watch in the fall.

.

.
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TIRED OF STANDING
-IN THE RAIN CAUSE
YOUR CAR'S'TOO
SICK TO MOVE?

by John Stepal

Just listen
to these prices

.

· TUNE UP (change oil,
plugs, points; adjust
~~lyes & timing( ....... $30
Carbeurator OverhaQl .... $55
Brake Drums with Flush .. $85
Call for free estimates on t ransmission and [3ngine overhaul.

Don't let this
Happen to
Your
VW!

All Work Guaranteed!!!
- ~W Specialists Factory trained experience
Apprenticeship Program
Certificate from California
8 years of E xperience in
In a de-aler shop -

CALL
ART OR KANSOOK

at 267-5539
after 6:30 p.m.

I
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lKS,

You always .brighten up my days
,, and nights and you 've succeeded
with keeping, me awake and alert.

t.oo . ) Ah so! You know you're a
tadpole and a chump for snakes.
Wanna go listen t.o sky naked next
weekend?
Your st.eady,
Rolland

I.nve

F·or Sale
· FOR SAIE: Met.almaster swimming pool filter and PH testing kit.
$35. Call 492-2256.
FOR
SAIE: National wah-wah
fuzz
\
,
pedal for electric guitar. Llke new .
$25. Call 889-7347 (evenings).
FOR SAIE:- '65 Oldsmobile 98 Power brakes, s teering, windows,
and seats. Just tuned. Runs very
good; very reliable. $300. C. Pitts
685-8958.

- - - - -/

~

Campus, minister from UNI looking
for a three bedroo,m bungalow in
Albany Park area .. $250 a month
ideally, Cont.act B.N. Singh at
477-8263.
DOES YOUR BUG S ~ rattle
and groan? Tired of getting
ripped-off by gas station pirates?
Steve .is a Volkswagon Doct.or that
excells in the workings of a bug.
You can call him at 625-8234 for an
eas_ily arrang!)d appointmenC
_______________ .

For Rent

-- - ----

FOR SAIE: 1974 Mustang. 16,000
miles, air conditioned, 4 cylinder,
AM-FM radio . Pedect condition.
Call 274-5446.

. . _ ~ ------------FURS'AIE

$29,950
Take the train at the Elst.on &
LeClaire or Montrose & Cicero
station. In 1 hour you will arrive in
Fox, lake. Three blocks from the
depot, on a hill, behind the
l.akeland Shopping Plaza, is a
partially fu;nislied, 4 room, year
round home , with a full basement,
a large garage for your boat and
car with a spacious attic above the
garage . The channel is about 300
feet from the screened-in patio .
, This is far enough away from
chaotic Chicago and close enough
t.o all conveniences. You could
even live here without a car. For
more information call 283-2517.
FOR SAIE: Oldsmobile F-85 1965
very low mileage, automatic
transmission, heater, white wall
tires, excellent mechanical cond/
lion. Body - very good condition.
Mot.or puITS like a kitten. Used only
for school transportatioI]. Five UNI
stickers on back window. Call:
761-0567 or. WE9-3377 . Price:
$500,00,
FOR SALE: Honda ,C.B . 360.
(Orange) 1974, 2000 miles; one
owner. like new. $750.00. Call
KEB-1687 after 6:00 or on weekends, Ask for BOB. Helmet and
fireproof cover included.
-FOR SALE: ,Sacrifjce prices ,
Moving out of st.ate . Selling entire
household. Furniture , appliances,
etc . Commercial art materials ;
pencils mounting board, et.c. 5
minutes from Northeastern, Please
call aft.er 5 p .m . JUS-6764. "
FOR SAIE: A 2¼ lb. duck down
filled green sleeping bag. This bag
is brand new and never been u; ed,
Price $30,00 Call Ann 774-5456.
After 8 :30 p.m.

Kittens
We are moving and must give
away two kittens (one male and
one "female) and/or the mother cat.
Exc e llent health , housebroken ,
gentle, no clawing. Cont.act Dr.
R.H. Charlier, Earth Science or call
AV6-2655,

Seeking
Family of five wishes t.o rent home
or _apartment. 3 or 4 bedrooms.
Vicinity of Belmont/ Laramie or
Addison/Laramie-. Call 777-0666.
Two hard w o rking students ,
· financially st.able , looking for an
apt. near UNL Contact ,lean
267-3931 or Emily 539-1372,

FOR RENT: large 6 room apt.
second floor. 539-1372.
DELUXE APARTMENT, for a
professor. Kimball/Foster vicinity.
Wall-t.o-wall shag, fireplat:e , bookcases, Tiffany lamp fixtures,
'(h·apes , Modern kitchen, two
be·lip)oms, 5½ LARGE roqms .
First floor; on side street. Must see
it. $239/i:nonth, Available Sept. 15.
Call 539-0059. (eyerungs).

Rides ,
Heading South or East? Take the
two of us after,\June 1. Will share
gas, et.c. Leave. number. · Steve
743-8863
Going t.o Florida? '.fake us after
June 1. Will share gas, et.c , Two of
us. l.ea';e # St.eve 743-8862

- - - - - - - - '. ------

Sublet
3 bedrooms, 2 baths.
Oki
Town
I
.
area,- Available June 1. $260 per
month. Call 649-0821.
1 bedroom apt. w /balcony and
view, 14th floor. Included : 3 pools,
sauna, heated whirlpool, racket
ball and tennis courts. Available
July 1-Nov. 1 $262/ month. lamp•
lighter Towers, 5421 N. East River
Rd. Cont.act St.an 693-6642.

I

Roommate

WANTED: Female t.o share apart-

ment w / same. Loca,ted 2 blocks
from UNI $94/month. Call Jeanne
at 267-3931.
\

Pen-Pal
Lonely young man , presently
confined, would like correspondence from any concerned individuals. Donald Turner 138-752, Box
787, l.u$!asv,ille , Ohio 45648.

Exhibit
There will be an exhibit of
paintings by Tillie Hilfman on
display during the month of June
in the Auditorium of the Northt.own Branch of the Chicago Public
~brary, 6435 N. California Ave .

Wanted
WANTED: Student Aide t.o relieve
secretary for lunch from 12:00 t.o
1:00 p.m., daily, in Health Services.
Cont.act Marion Elt.en, if interested
and availabJe .

Half Pint

SWEEI'HFART [PA'ITI),
It's yours anytime you want it. I
will be _anxiously waiting. You're
beautiful
Jim~y

Deadline
Student Accident and Sickness
Insurance Policies must be paid by
Friday, May 28. Payment should be
brought t.o the Cashier's Office.

DFAR POM POM SQUAD,
I just want you t.o know that you
are appreciated and that I think

Puppyluv

you're all foxes . Keep - it up and
thanb.
·
One of many admirenl

A quilting ' is planned fo; Buster,
my handsome miniature Dachshound. All eligible female!} of small
size ,and of canine background,
please take notice. H interested in
starting my Dachshound's "s~cond life" on a happy not.e, 'let your
dog in on this opportunity. Call
Jim at 237°0541.

Para-Med
PARA-MEIJC:S - Are there any
on campus? Health Services would
like t.o know who you are. St.op in
the office ; it could be worth your
while.

HEY BRODY,

When are you gonna teach me
some sq~re dancing?
.
Aegentine Tango

Charlene " CHARLIE" Schumaker,
a member of the Northeast.em
Veterans Club , is undergoing
surgery at University of Illinois
Hospital Students, friends, and
club members may deliver personal
messages and greetings t.o U of I
Hospital, c/o Charlene Schumaker,
Room 217; Chicago, Ill 60612.

TO ROSE.

When you read this up on your.
mountain in Crete, I hope t.o be in ·
Daytona Beach. It was nice
hearing from you. rll send you a
nice long letter soon. Congratulations on your stripe . ·

Ronnie - Do you think you'll be
able t.o find Bob's shoes? Actually
it's his hat rm worried about. I
think that it must be a sin t.o look
as good as you do . rm jealous.-.

KevmM.

THE FmST LADY:

You have come a long way
lady, since we first went out.
You 're a wondedul person. I sure
hppe this trimester is better than
last trimester for u·s .
I.nve, Robert

I

"Flowers & Plan ts fo r All Occasions"

§ JHI A\

Jt? JE Jll

Jt!JL OJll][ s1r §
3358 W es t Bryn Mawr
Chicag o , Il l. 478-6276

10% DISCOUNT
TO ALL
UNI STUDENTS
AND FACULTY
WITH 1.D.'S

GUGI...ES,

a

I

90 degree incisors,
I am not a frank person. Force·
me.
Steve McQueen
Let it be known that Ron Stein has
put an E and an A on a bedsheet
to save the students at Northea:Sternfrom a tuition increase.

----,,..- ----------

Mary,
Happy birthday plus 1. Your not
gt\tting older, etc.
Doc
Walter Jacobson,
What . would you possibly telf a
Northeastern graduate&
!ahey Flynn
Stupidity is r ~lative, but at least it
ain't contagious.
Doc5:12
Love,
Don't fight me. The world will be
more beautiful for both of us if
we work together to make it so.
- Me

---------------

WHIRLY'S
5607 North' Kimball
Ch i cago, 111 . 267-6676

HOT DOGS-TACOS-GYRO
SAUSAGE & BEEF SANDWICHES
CHILl,ciHc"~~r;~'l~!:~:GERS '

COUPON
FRE E - 8 oz. soft dri nk with
purchase ol sandwich & Irie&.
Coupon e xp ires Th ursday . M a y 20

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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The ' cookie crumbled and now
it's getting together piece by piece
and it takes a while t.o make it
' "fresh" again. So for now , rll tzy
and stay
crumb . in the great
cookie jar of life 'til I learn more .

Sweetie,
Think about the future, but don't
worry about it. I worry enough for
the both of us. ,
Me

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

feeling the same . Who is this Rose
that is supposed t.o treat me well
Yo.u must know that yo-q are the
only one I care about. (Seriously) I
miss you when you 're not around.
[signed] The Phantom

JOE.

DEAR PATTI,
Tell me, do you ride bare back?
Also, remember, ' 'It's the sweet.est
thing I know of, just spending time
with you. "
'
Robert Redford

Delivery person wanted: 11 am to 3
pm, 5 days. Car and insurance
necessary. Apply at PLUMPERS,
3336 W. Bryn Mawr, NO PHONE
CALLS.

My Dearest Patti,
_ All is well with me ; hope yoJ. are

Happy Birthday, dear sister!
I.nve
Sist.er TeJTY and
fost.er-sist.er Cheryl

You 're beautiful!
A secret admirer

BllL,

TONY S.

LINDA,

IKS ,
Thanks for everything. rm glad
you can lend an ear.
Half Pint

once in awhile t.oo . Have a good
day!
I.nckerll 118

Personals

I.nve, Re,d

Cookie

DFAR LOCKER II 114,
I forget my combination every

Why don't you see that the
North Central Accreditation people
visit us at UNI more often? .Jt
seems that is the only way t.o get
the Science Building clean; espec·
Dear Phantom:
• ially the comers! Now, tzy and see
Am glad t.o be able t.o see your
if the doors can be fixed; t.o stay
smiling face once again. Hope your
fixed!
" break" treated you well and that
this trimester will not be t.oo trying.
TO HELEN, BOB, AND THE
Keep smiling.
CAFEI'ERIA: STAFF:
always, Patti
Why hasn't your great onion
soup been on the menu lately?
, Steve McQueen - Thanks much
We 'd like t.o see it as a regular.
for our moonlight ride!!! Too bad
there wasn't any moonlight aDEAREST PATTI, round. Oh well, perhaps next time .
I am glad we are back in school
gratefully, 90 Degree Incisors
now., becau.se it makes it easier for
me t.o gaze upon your beauty. A
Dear Jim - I think Viva and I have
thoughefor the day, "The pleasure
a TIIlNG for you. Isn't love grand?
of love is in loving."
rve never been able t.o share a
signed
man before - this is a new
The Phantom
experience.
Patti

Pidgeons, man the feeding
stations! Have you gotten sicK on
anybody's lawn lately? You ~d
better learn how t.o hold your
liquor if you want t.o hang around
me .

JOE.
•
rm glad we finally figured out
what was going on and I hope you
don't expect t.oo much of me now
·because I still -don't understand
your behavior. (I probably never
will)
Lo've,

IO 31i

01s·coTH EQU.E

~

•• _o~i>";'"

•
:
•
:

I)

Tltes., ·Wed ., Thurs. __
Frf.&Sun.7pm-2am
Saturday 7 pm-:- 3am
Cl-osed on Monday
3739 W. Fullerton, 235-8941

.

.:

••

•
:
•
:

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
GRAND OPENING TONIGHT
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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sports

µ

Baseball Ea·g les
-vie for
cha~pionship

~C+
·+•r:

by Larry Brittan
Northeastern's Varsity
·+ Baseball team has recorded a
.q
23-12 record and depending
upon what happens at the.
/..,.
•,r ,/"
f--· Chicagoland Tournament Dis~
trict Play-offs, running from
' i •J,·-i'-tr. May 12-15, and they may or
·1 may I)Ot continue with seasonal play. On Monday, May 10
though, second _ place Northeastern beat the league-leading
St. Xavier team 12-9 to tie for
first place. If Northeastern can
defeat St. Xavier again they'll
Above left, Northeastern's
be the conference champion.
Tennis Team, top row from left
UNI has also made the NAIA
to right is Coach Ron Faloona,
(National Association of InterJoe Stein, ·Chris Meyer, Rich
collegiate Athletic) play-offs.
Cowin, bottom row from left to
As you can se..e, this year's
right, Brent Leatherman, Dave
-baseball season has been
"Tarzan" Thourson, Reid Adproductive l\nd Northeastern
ler, Dave Thompson. Though ' has a fine chance for a
the team has only managed a
championship. Why is this so?
mediocre 7-7 record, which is
Coach Ray Kasper gives al9t
quite a contrast from their
uf credjt to his pitchers. Larry
season last year. They have
Funch has shut out Lewis and
managed to exercise all team
has a 3-2 record. Rich Carmen
members in a cohesive effort.
(3-2) is another UNI starter
Aithough Coach -Faloona's
who has come through. Al
hopes for the season have not
Hargisheimer at 3-2 and Mike
yet been met, there is optism
Schaefer (3-4) comprise the
for the remaining five meets.
vitally important starting
At left, Rich Cowin demonpitching. John Neubling in the
strates the cross court foreclutcp. has beaten the Universihand. [Photos by Carol Jean
ty of Wisconsin at Madison,
Zalatoris]
Pete Strohmeyer has also come

,..,
~~

r:;

\

I

·· &
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IncOnsistency plagues

:;o.~•~1::.n•fired•two-hit-

As far as the hitting is
concerned, -UNI's Bob ~ess.:,
burger bats at .365 clip and
man.
H;owever,
nobody
else
Tom
Kokos (designated Hitbest · shotmaker on the team,
by John Stepal
ter) packs quite 'a punch at
first
was
able
to
win
even
a
but
for
some
reason
lacks
The last time we iooked in at
around the .380 mark. Norththe tennis team ; they were 2-1 consistency and has not posted round match.
, 1.
·
h
.
t
k
d
u
·
NI
eastern
s . meup
Th
and looked like a sure bet to the record that was expected
1s pas wee en
.•
. h 1s
-1 rat er
• D" t . t
d potent as sue ot er payers are
have another winning season. of him. Brent Leatherman, at compe t e d m
1s nc s an
hi .
h
. · h ed fifth out of e1even
ttmg . around
t e .300
Back on April 7, and since
thii;-d singles, gives 100 per f1ms
.
. mark,
teams.
The
hi
h
int
of
the
thus.
givmg
UNI
a
fine
team
then, the team has . struggled
cent at all times, but has
g po
batting average of .292.
to a mediocre 7-7 record. Coach
experienced his first losing match occured when Adler and
R ' ht F"1e ld er J oe T ro tt a
ron Raloona is somewhat season for reasons which even Thourson upset t he - ,econd · · 1 d1g th te
"th 22 RBI'
e . am 1
s
disappointed, especially after
he cannot understand. Chris seeded team of Chicago· St. It ea s
followed by second baseman
1st year's 10-3 season, but also
Meyer is the ace of the team sh ould b e noted tha t Chris
·
.
•
Darell Beck, third baseman
acknowledges- the fact that the
and has. never gone three sets Meyer was · unable to particiJim Doerr and DH Tom Kokos
competition has been much
tlti.s entire season, with only pate in this meet.
all have 20 runs batted in. The
tougher, especially in Northtwo defeats to mar his record.
The team h~ five meets left
consistency of coming -through
eastern ' s own conference,
Joe Stein has perhaps the best and the lait home meet of the
where Lewis, IIT, and UNI
form on the team, and has had year is against Loyola today at
a fair amount of success at 3:00, with subsequent meets
fought a tremendous battle for
top spot, with · Lewis eventfifth singles, but sixth singles agains Olivet and Chicago St.,
ually winning out.
has been erratic, with Mark two tough teams. Coach
UNI has been unable to
Konrad and Dave Thompson Faloona wants to ·end up 12-7,
maintain any kind of winning
manning .the position. UNI and this will be the last chance .
streak this year, having never
depends heavily on their to see Chris, Reid, and Joe, as
won or lost· more than two dual • singles, because their doubles this is the last home meet of
meets in a row. The reasons for
teams are not nearly as their career, so don't miss it!
For anyone who missed the
this are because of the rougher ' COn§iStent.·
:neeting on intramural volleyschedule and also because of
In the recent conference
the inconsistency of tbe playball, rosters can still be turned
meet, UNI was edged out by
in through Monday. Four men
ers. Dave Thourson has had a Lewis and ended up tied for
· and four women must be on
decent season at first singles, second with IIT, by a 7-6
but, being only a ·sophomore, score. Thourson and Meyer
each roster, and no more ,than
has also competed against (who else?) posted wins, as
one varsity volleyball player is
allowed per team. Play begins
more exerienced opponents. well as the second doubles
·on Tuesday afternoon, May 18.
Reid Adler is orobablv the team · of Meyer and Leather- -

raqu e te e ri~

in the clutch, with m en on base
has always .proven to be the
way to win ball games and
these men have done the job.
Northeastern sports a balanced offensive attack for they
have stable reserves as well.
N·o rtheastern is also fine
~a'field as they have a .935
fielding average and haven't
committed an outrageously
high number of errors. Their
infielders have recorcled an
impressive 28 double plays and
UNI pitchers ana catchers
have picked 18 opposing
players off base. The Golden
Eagles are a confident team
that has won because· of their
consistency itt clutch hitting
and keeping their heads in the
game and n_ot blowing routine
plays.
Out of their 12 losses, Coach
Kasper admits that early
season defeats came because
the team was not organized.
The team had only been heated
bad a few times and they
eventually got some life giving
and particularly vigorous win- ning streaks-going. In a tough
part of the season's first half, 7
of the twelve losses were close
low scoring games.
However, they are a successful team and, having beaten
Southeast Missouri State
ranked 12th in the nation and
St. Xavier who is 30th in -the
nation, but more importantly,
they've beaten Lewis University. They're ranked 2nd in the
nation, and 3rd in the Eagles
conference!
UNI's winning line-up is as
follows:
1. Mark Obal SS
2. Bob Hessburger CF
3. Nick Diakoumis C
4. Darrell Beck 2B
5. Tom Kokos DH
6. Jim Doe~ 3B 1
7. Joe Trotta RF
8. Brian Tannehill lB
9. Steve Kowalski BF
1

'

Intramural Voileyball
Begin~

..

~

if you want to join or form
a team, or just find out more
details about the tournament
itself, ·see Ron Faloona today
or Monday. Let's make intramural volleyball the same
success that -intramural basketball was!

